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Editorial
The opinions expressed here are solely those of the Editor, and do not necessarily
represent those of the IBPA Executive or its members.

Chairman
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The World Bridge Federation’s “Eligibility to participate in the Bermuda Bowl (hereinafter
ibpa@jannersten.com
BB) and Venice Cup” (VC) regulations state:
President Emeritus
Only NBOs participating in the World Bridge Games are eligible to qualify to participate
Tommy SANDSMARK (Norway)
in the Bermuda Bowl andVenice Cup Championships held in either of the two subsequent
tommy@sandsmark.org
odd-numbered years.
In each case, an Open Team or at least one Open Pair must participate in the Games in
President
Barry RIGAL (USA)
order to be eligible for the Bermuda Bowl and a Women’s Team or at least one Women’s
+1 212 366 4799
Pair must participate to be eligible for the Venice Cup.There are no such criteria for the
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d’Orsi Seniors Bowl or the Mixed Teams Championship.
Executive Vice-President Twenty-twenty is (or was) a World Bridge Games (WBG) year.The WBF has outlined a
David STERN (Australia)
plan to hold the WBG early in 2021, then continue with its regularly scheduled events.
david.stern.bridge@gmail.com This means that the BB, VC, d’Orsi Trophy, Wuhan Cup and concomitant Pairs
Championships would be held later in the same year, necessitating a trip to Salsomaggiore
Organizational
for the WBG should an NBO wish to compete in the BB/VC.
Vice-President &
Bulletin Production
Recognising that NBOs’ revenue worldwide has been drastically reduced by the inability
Manager
of bridge clubs to operate as they normally would, if at all, the Australian Bridge Federation
Dilip GIDWANI (India)
and New Zealand Bridge Inc. ( with a combined 50,000 members) have sent a joint, open,
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letter to the WBF Management Committee requesting that the WBF rescind that
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requirement for the coming two BB/VC events. They:
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1. request greater transparency and open communication between the WBF and NBOs
2. express concern about a potentially congested 2021 bridge calendar
3. state that latterly scheduled WBF events may conflict with already scheduled NBO
national championships
4. are leery of the financial burden of two World Championships in the same year
5. ask if the WBF has a plan to offer financial assitance to NBOs that are struggling to
support their clubs
6. argue for the need for a waiver of the BB/VC participation requirement for 2021
7. wish to conduct their Zonal Playoff electronically and seek approval to do so.
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I am wholeheartedly in agreement with all of the ABF and NZB requests. I disagree with
the WBF’s BB/VC eligibility requirement entirely anyway, believing it to be elitist, biased
toward Europe and tremendously disadvantageous to the less-affluent and smaller member
NBOs, who might have to travel at great expense to Asia or Europe to compete.
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I’d go further than the suggestion of the ABF and NZB: I’d plump for the WBF simply
delaying all of their events by a year – hold the WBG in 2021 and the next BB/VC in 2022,
the Rosenblum/McConnell/World Open Pairs in 2023 and so on. I am certain that most,
if not all, member NBOs would agree to that without demur. Let’s hope the WBF
consults them.
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